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Robert Hall, CEO of Ole
Smoky Moonshine, with Joe
Baker, founder of Ole Smoky
Moonshine and Yeehaw
Brewing Company, and Will
Perkins, General Manager of
the new Ole Smoky Distillery
in Nashville, TN.
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A Seafaring Spirit:

HAWTHORN’S
LONDON DRY GIN

The British and gin go together like Americans and Coca-Cola, but in
contrast to mass-produced soda pop, not all London Dry–style gins
are created equal. Hawthorn’s London Dry Gin has been taking the
category by storm since its launch in 2015; in that short time, it has
already won an unprecedented four gold medals at the San Francisco
World Spirits Competition. The reception comes as no surprise to
owner Will Turnage, who says the simple goal driving Hawthorn’s is
“making the best gin we can.”
The idea for the brand came from Turnage’s grandfather, Skip
Wallrock, who served as a Royal Navy Commander in World War
II. He crafted his own gin to replace the rum that the navy issued to
sailors, calling his creation “a damn fine drop.” Turnage stumbled
upon the recipe while reading his grandfather’s wartime diaries and
began sourcing 100% English wheat and the same ten botanicals
that Wallrock had gathered during his international travels, including
Macedonian juniper berries, the peels of Seville sweet oranges and
lemons, and Bulgarian coriander seeds. Copper pot–distilled five
times, the result is a classic London Dry Gin that’s smooth enough
to be drunk neat yet sufficiently zesty to liven up standard ginbased cocktails like the Salty Sea Dog, a favorite of Skip’s, and
Hawthorn’s signature Mariner Bay G&T (see recipe at right).
Turnage is determined to ensure that, as well crafted as it
is, his gin is sold at an affordable price point of about $25. “We
believe that everyone deserves great-tasting gin without having
to pay through the roof,” he says.
Hawthorn’s is available in several countries including
the U.S.—specifically Georgia, New Jersey, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Massachusetts, and Texas at Specs.
Meanwhile, a new marketing campaign seeks to bring
the brand to the gin-drinking masses via the compelling
tale of Skip and his recipe. Given its superior flavor and
accessible price, there’s no doubt that the man himself
would be proud to see his grandson carrying on his
legacy. —Jesse Hom-Dawson

The Mariner Bay G&T
◗ 2 oz. Hawthorn’s Gin
◗ Premium tonic

Wet the rim of a tumbler and
roll it in sea salt. Add ice and
Hawthorn’s Gin, then top with
your favorite tonic and garnish
with a bay leaf.

Hawthorn’s London Dry Gin, U.K. Produced in a vintage
copper pot still and made from English wheat, this
82-proof expression exudes striking aromas of lavender,
black peppercorn, green olive, and vanilla that may as well
be housed in a perfumed sachet. The scent is so clean
that it’s reminiscent of an English garden on a crisp spring
morning. The mouthfeel is twofold: It has a satiny entry
and a swift zing. Courting the tongue alongside sweet
blueberry and blue flowers, a pinch of saltiness on the
finish seasons flavors of red apple and grapefruit peel.
96 —M.M.
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